On geometric focusing of hydrogen negative ions in the surface-plasma sources Yu Abstract. 2014 A detailed analysis of the efficiency of geometric focusing in surface-plasma sources is presented.
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The negative ionization degree for the emitted particles was supposed to be a product of NI formation probability and the NI survival probability. The H-ion formation probability for cesium coverage was calculated using a formula reported in reference [7] , while the survival probability was calculated using a formula reported in reference [6] Fig. 3a ), as compared with that for pure Molybdenum reflection. This amount increases with the growth of bombardment energy. The surface-reflected NI peak with high-energy &#x3E; 0.9 Eo drops with bombardment energy growth.
The absorbate sputtering is mainly due to the returning flux of hydrogen particles reflected from interior of the target. The energy spectrum of sputtered NI consists of two groups (S in Fig. 3a) .
The high-energy tail with an energy of 10 eV is caused by sputtering from the interior of the target. The low-energy fraction consists of particles sputtered from the outer adsorbate layers. The highenergy tail increased with the bombardment energy growth.
The angular spectra of the emitted NI is given in figure 3b (R-reflected, S-« sputtered » NI). At higher exit angles NI distributions differed of cosine-law due to low NI survival probability at small emission velocities.
The normalized to the incident flux concave emitter H-yield through the small emission hole YH-= N-exit/N+prin is given in figure 4 as The GF efficiency of high-current SPS discharge.
The GF efficiency of high-current SPS discharge is determined both by the near-electrode potential drop, the ion current composition, and by other factors such as emitter current density distribution, the near-electrode gap shape and thickness ( Fig. 1) , and the external magnetic field. The experimental GF efficiency was revealed in the thin traces sputtered by heavy NI at the points of GF [3] . The trace diameter increased with the discharge current growth due to roughness of emitter surface. The low GF efficiency of SPS with independent plasma production and external transverse magnetic field can be caused by a plasma layer moving aside the emitter surface. The positive ion emitter current strongly decreased with emitter moving aside the magnetic field confined a plasma layer [8] .
The comparison of the experimental H-yield from honeycomb SPS with that of the flat cathode SPS is given in figure 7 . The GF efficiency decrease with discharge current increase is evidently caused by the change in current composition [8] [9] .
The limited thermal diffusion of hydrogen atoms as well as the lowered due to Cs co-adsorption hydrogen thermodesorption can supply the high hydrogen concentration in the selvage of Moemitter under intense ion bombardment (higher than 50 % - [11] ). The real structure and roughness of the surface increase the adsorption capacity and improve the NI sputtering.
Conclusions.
The increased trapped hydrogen concentration changes the target selvage response to particle-surface interaction. The energy losses of primaries increase, the incoming particles projected range in the target decrease, the energy spectrum of outgoing particles changes. The calculated reflection coefficient of particles is lowered with the trapped hydrogen concentration. The simulated coefficient of hydrogen absorbate sputtering achieves the value of 0.9 for a 50 % concentration of trapped hydrogen and H' primaries with an energy of 100 eV. The intense sputtered NI flux with a relatively small energy (5-10 eV) an angular (~ 10° ) spread is produced on hydrogen saturated emitters of SPS. The sputtered H-fraction predominates in NI-yield of GF-2 SPS.
